TOOL STORAGE & SQUARING ARMS

■ Air Tool Holders/Rack

Keep all your air tools organized, neat and handy with this one-piece sturdy rack.
Available in three different lengths with slots for 1/4” or 3/8” air tool male couplers.

Features
• Sturdy all Stainless Steel construction
• Versatile mounting flange
• Beveled flange to keep tools from vibrating off
• Wide shelf for storage of other tools such as sockets

Magnetic Tool Holders

Features
• Industrial strength keeps tools close at hand and organized
• Mount to walls, work benches, ladders, etc.
• Versatile mounting flange with screws provided
• Durable stainless steel construction
• Holds a 10 Lb. Hammer!
• USA M.A.D.E.™

■ Magnetic Squaring Arm for Press Brakes

Perform 90 degree and angled bends faster, safer and more accurately. This squaring arm magnetically attaches to the flat surface of the die without tools. The Magnetic Squaring Arm for Press Brakes features an adjustable arm that can swing 140 degrees allowing for quick and easy part positioning on the left or right to accommodate part requirements.

This Magnetic Squaring Arm improves safety for press brake operators working with small parts. Sturdy platform and a magnetic arm holds parts, keeping operators fingers clear of the press.

Features
• Powerful Rare Earth Magnets hold tight to die
• Arm swings from 90° to 20° in two directions allowing for 140° swing in total
• Arm is magnetic to hold small steel pieces, keep fingers away
• Adjustable handle secures arm at proper angle and moves out of the way
• Locator rule on leading edge helps locate squaring arm
• Stainless Steel/Aluminum construction
• Safety strap prevents squaring arm from falling off if accidentally knocked off die

■ Magnetic Squaring Arm for Shears

Maximize shear efficiency by utilizing the entire shear blade for uniform wear and perform angle cuts. On/Off magnets allow for fast setup with a standard framing square. For extra strength, an additional magnet can be added in the center. For short bed depths, one magnet can be moved to the center hole.

Features
• Powerful On/Off Permanent Rare Earth Magnets
• Adjustable magnet locations or add another magnet
• Stainless Steel construction

Order Online At www.magnetics.com Or Email Us At imi@magnetics.com